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Abstrat
We onsider the ompatiation of (d+n)-dimensional pure gravity and of superstring/M-theory
on an n-dimensional internal spae to a d-dimensional FLRW osmology, with spatial urvature
k = 0,±1, in Einstein onformal frame. The internal spae is taken to be a produt of Einstein
spaes, eah of whih is allowed to have arbitrary urvature and a time-dependent volume. By
investigating the eetive d-dimensional salar potential, whih is a sum of exponentials, it is shown
that suh ompatiations, in the k = 0,+1 ases, do not lead to large amounts of aelerating
expansion of the sale fator of the resulting FLRW universe, and, in partiular, not to ination.
The ase k = −1 admits solutions with eternal aelerating expansion for whih the aeleration,
however, tends to zero at late times.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The relationship between osmology and superstring or M-theory is, at least, twofold.
On the one hand, osmology greatly benets from the existene of an underlying, and
onsistent, unied theory of fundamental partile interations and of gravity. The hope
may be expressed that the osmology of our universe will one day beome derivable from
higher dimensions. On the other hand, it is well known that high energy phenomena near
the Plank sale, whih are desribed by string/M-theory, are almost inaessible to loal
observations. Therefore, osmologial observations, inuened by physis on an enormous
range of sales, beome probably the most important testing ground for these theories.
One partiular aspet of osmology, based on reent observations of supernovae and
the mirowave bakground, is the emerging evidene for an aelerating expansion of the
universe. Not only a present epoh of aelerating expansion is indiated, but also an ina-
tionary epoh in the distant past. Muh attention has been paid reently to the onstrution
of osmologial solutions, from ompatiations of string/M-theory, whih exhibit suh be-
haviour. The possibility of having, at least one period of, aelerating expansion of the
FLRW sale fator has rst been demonstrated in [1℄, thereby ontraditing the general
belief that this was impossible, whih was motivated by the diulties to nd maximally
symmetri de Sitter solutions from ompatiations of supergravity theories and by a no-go
theorem for suh ompatiations [2℄.
The work of [1℄ was done in the ontext of pure gravity. Subsequently, it was generalised
to inlude uxes, as are neessary to onsider in string/M-theory ompatiations, and,
furthermore, a onnetion to S-branes was established [3℄ (see referenes to the S-brane
literature therein). The original solution (in eleven dimensions), in fat, turns out to be
the zero ux limit of an eletrially harged SM2-brane solution. An investigation into
the properties of the phase of aelerating expansion in these solutions, performed in [4℄,
revealed the fat that this phase is very short in the sense that it only allows a xed amount
of expansion of the universe, independent of the parameters. The expansion fator turned
out to be about two, i.e., of an order of magnitude O(1), and a similar analysis suggests
that this is not improved in other examples [5℄. So the known solutions do not apply to
inationary senarios. They might, however, aording to [6℄, turn out to be useful for
desribing present day aeleration.
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An intuitive explanation for the short aelerating phase and the resulting smallness of
the expansion fator was given in [7℄ from the four-dimensional point of view (we onsider
d+ n dimensions here). The ompatiation produes salar elds as moduli of the metri
of the internal spae. The eetive lower-, d-dimensional theory, written down for the ase
of a single salar φ, is of the generi form
S =
∫ √−g [1
2
R− (∇φ)2 − 2V (φ)
]
. (1)
Considering FLRW solutions for the metri, i.e.,
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dΣ2k , (2)
where k = 0,±1 denotes the urvature of the (d − 1)-dimensional spatial setions, it now
follows from the equations of motion of the above ation that the sale fator an exhibit
aelerating expansion only if the potential of the salar eld is larger than its kineti energy
and satises,
V >
d− 2
2
φ˙2 . (3)
In the osmologial ompatiations disussed above, the salar eld starts out at innite
value but with high kineti energy. It runs into a positive and steep exponential potential,
turns around and falls bak. At the turning point, the solutions are dominated by potential
energy and, onsequently, the sale fator aelerates. But this phase annot last long
beause of the steepness of the exponential potential.
The aeleration ondition (3) is easily extended to the ase of several salar elds by
summing their kineti energies on the right hand side. It presents a very simple riterion
that has to be satised in order to nd solutions with aelerating expansion. Note that a
neessary requirement for this purpose is to have positive potentials.
An almost too easy way to satisfy the aeleration ondition, whih we do not further
disuss here, is opened up by so alled phantom salar elds, see e.g. [8℄, motivated perhaps
from the starred string theories that are obtained from the onventional ones by timelike
T-duality [9℄. These phantom elds have a dierent sign in their kineti energy term, and,
replaing φ˙2 7→ −φ˙2, one nds that the aeleration ondition is always satised when the
potential is positive and possibly also when it is negative.
Another way of extending the known results on aelerating osmologies has been followed
in [10, 11℄, where the authors nd new solutions by onsidering ompatiations on produt
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spaes, in whih eah fator is provided with its own volume modulus. They do not nd
improved properties of the aelerating phase, but they make an important observation. So
far the disussion has assumed k = 0. If negative urvature is introdued on the spatial
setions of the osmology, a solution with ritial sale fator, i.e., with a ∼ t, an be found
and a perturbation around this solution may lead to eternal aeleration.
The plan of this paper is to embed all the results and observations on aelerating os-
mologies obtained from ompatiations of string/M-theory into a single oherent point of
view. To ahieve suh an understanding, we onsider the eetive lower-dimensional the-
ories and investigate the generi properties of the resulting potential for the salar elds.
We do not have to solve equations of motion, and do not present any new solutions, but
our disussion will show learly whih types of solutions may exist. Highlighting examples
are taken from previous papers. A question of partiular interest will be whether there are
solutions with inationary behaviour.
Setion II onsiders attrator solutions for the sale fator of an FLRW osmology in
the system of gravity oupled to a single salar eld moving in an exponential potential.
These are related to the harateristi exponent of the potential. We argue that the ase
of many salar elds an eetively be redued to the single salar ase and alulate the
harateristi exponents for more ompliated potentials. The basi dimensional redution
of (d+n)-dimensional gravity is performed in setion III. The potential for the salar elds is
determined, and its onsequenes for possible osmologies are disussed. Setion IV extends
this disussion to string/M-theory ompatiations by inluding relevant uxes and the
dilaton eld. Setion V presents the mehanism of onsistent trunation whih redues the
number of salar elds and might possibly improve on our results. We onlude with a
disussion in setion VI.
II. ATTRACTOR SOLUTIONS
Before ompatifying (d + n)-dimensional pure gravity or string/M-theory on produt
spaes down to d dimensions, as we will do in setions III and IV, let us rst disuss a few
features of the arising lower-dimensional theory. For the salar elds we will nd potentials
that are sums of exponential terms. It will, however, turn out that, in order to understand
the ase of many salar elds, it is suient to understand the ase of a single salar eld. So
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2
+1 t(αc/α)
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* * *
Table I: The sale fator for attrator solutions in exponential salar potentials for k = 0,±1 and
various ranges of α2. The k = +1 ases marked with an asterisk undergo reollapse at late times
and do not have attrator solutions. Before that, they may, however, behave very muh like the
k = 0 solutions.
let us for now restrit our attention to the ation (1) and onsider an exponential potential
V (φ) = Λe−2αφ . (4)
When the potential is positive with Λ > 0, the system of gravity oupled to suh a salar
eld exhibits osmologial late-time attrator solutions, see e.g. [12℄. For the metri assume
the familiar d-dimensional FLRW osmologies as in (2). The evolution of the sale fator
a(t) then approahes a power law behaviour a(t) ∼ tγ , where the exponent γ is related to
the harateristi exponent α appearing in the potential. Combining the four-dimensional
lassiation of [13℄ with the d-dimensional analysis of [14℄ (for k = 0), one nds the attra-
tor solutions given in table I. The dierent ranges of α2 are divided by the `ritial' and
`hyperritial' harateristi exponents
α2c =
2
d− 2 , (5a)
α2h =
2(d− 1)
d− 2 , (5b)
respetively. The phase spae analysis of [13℄ also shows that the k = 0 solutions are unstable
against perturbations in the spatial urvature of the universe.
Arbitrary amounts of aelerating expansion, or ination, of the sale fator a(t) ∼ tγ , an
only be obtained in two ases. In the standard ase, the exponent is γ > 1 (or equivalently,
α2 < α2c): the sale fator approahes an inating attrator. The seond ase is the ritial
one where γ = 1, whih is realised for α2 = α2c when k = 0 and for α
2 ≥ α2c when k = −1.
Here, aelerating expansion an be ahieved by hoosing initial onditions suh that the
salar elds start slowly rolling o the exponential potential. Later, the solution approahes
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the ritial attrator, and, although tending to zero, the aeleration never stops. If, however,
the attrator is a deelerating one, as for α2 > α2c and k = 0, then the approah of an atual
solution, even setting initial onditions suh that it starts o to be aelerating, to this
attrator an produe only a short phase of aelerating expansion. It will quikly turn into
deelerating expansion.
Now return to the ase of many salar elds Qi moving in a potential that is a sum of
positive exponential terms, i.e., given by
V (Qi) =
∑
i
Λie
−2∑j αijQj
(6)
where Λi > 0. Consider the elds Qi to depend on time only, for an appliation to os-
mologial senarios. Their time evolution is governed by their equations of motion and the
Friedmann onstraint whih follows from the Einstein equations,
Q¨i + (d− 1)HQ˙i + ∂V
∂Qi
= 0 , (7a)
α2c
∑
i
Q˙2i + 2α
2
cV (Q)− kα2ha−2 = (d− 1)H2 , (7b)
where the quantity H = a˙/a denotes the Hubble onstant. This time evolution generially
moves the salar elds far away from the origin (Qi = 0) in eld spae, at least when they
are not trapped in a loal minimum of the potential. This fat allows us to reformulate the
problem of many salar elds eetively in terms of a single one. At large norm squared
in eld spae, i.e., for
∑
Q2i ≫ 0, it is only a single exponential term that dominates the
potential V (Qi). To this dominating term, labelled by i, say, orresponds a diretion of
steepest desent of the potential, given by the vetor q(i) with omponents q(i)j = αij,
and the elds will approximately evolve into this gradient diretion at late times. So going
to innity in eld spae along this diretion, preisely as Q = |Q| q(i)|q(i)| with |Q| → ∞,
provides eetive harateristi exponents for an exponential potential of multiple salar
elds. Substituting the above relations,
Λie
−2∑j αjiQj ∼ Λie−2|q(i)||Q| , (8)
one nds their values to be
α2i = |q(i)|2 =
∑
j
α2ij . (9)
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This argument will be very useful later in disussing the possible types of attrator solutions
ourring in produt spae ompatiations.
This disussion of harateristi exponents for ompliated salar potentials also niely
omplements the phase spae analyses that have been done previously, albeit for simpler
potentials. Speial ases inlude, for instane, the `ross-oupling' exponential potential,
investigated in [15℄, where further referenes may be found.
III. COMPACTIFICATIONS ON PRODUCT SPACES
We set out, in this setion, to study ompatiations of (d+ n)-dimensional gravity on
produt spaes. Extensions to inlude uxes and dilaton elds appropriate to ompati-
ations of string/M-theory will be studied in the following setion IV, where a part of the
material produed here will be needed.
A. Dimensional Redution
The ation of (d+ n)-dimensional pure Einstein gravity on a spaetime with metri gMN
is ompletely determined by the Rii salar R of gMN ,
S(d+n) =
∫
(d+n)
√−g R . (10)
The metri is split into its d-dimensional and its n-dimensional internal part aording to
ds2 = g˜µν(x)dx
µdxν + gˆmn(x, y)dy
mdyn , (11)
where the internal metri may also depend on the d-dimensional oordinates. This
oordinate-dependene, however, is realised in a partiular way. The internal spae is taken
to be a produt of Einstein spaes Ep(Λ), haraterised by their dimension p and a onstant
urvature Λ that an have either sign or be zero. Eah fator spae is multiplied by an
x-dependent funtion, so that its volume beomes x-dependent. These are the only moduli
elds kept of the internal spae metri. Otherwise, the fator Einstein spaes are assumed
to be arbitrary but d-spaetime-independent. The sum of all dimensions adds to
∑
pi = n.
Then the internal spae metri and the Rii tensor are blok-diagonal and, in suitable
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onventions, they are given by
dsˆ2 =
∑
i
e2Fi(x)ωˆ(i)αβ(y)dy
α
(i)dy
β
(i) , (12a)
Rˆ(i)αβ = Λi(pi − 1)ωˆ(i)αβ . (12b)
One lear advantage of suh a onguration is that the Einstein equations with mixed
indies in the d- and n-dimensional spaetime parts, Rµm = 0, are automatially satised.
This is the ase beause Rµm an be expressed in terms of x-derivatives of the internal spae
Christoel symbols Γˆpmn, but these turn out to be x-independent.
Substituting the metri ansatz (11) into the (d + n)-dimensional ation (10) auses a
redution down to d dimensions (whih is onsistent as will be explained below),
Sd =
∫
d
√
−g˜ eΣ
[
R˜− 2˜Σ−
(
∇˜Σ
)2
−
∑
pi
(
∇˜Fi
)2
+ Rˆ
]
, (13)
where Σ(x) is dened as the sum of the volume moduli weighted by the dimension of their
respetive fator spaes,
Σ(x) =
∑
piFi(x) . (14)
Due to the speial form of the internal spae, its Rii salar depends only on x, as
Rˆ =
∑
e−2FiΛipi(pi − 1) . (15)
Note also that the x-independent integral over the volume of the internal spae,∫
n
∏√
ωˆ(i) , (16)
has been removed by an appropriate redenition of the d-dimensional Newton onstant.
After dimensional redution, however, the gravity part of Sd is not in the standard Einstein-
Hilbert form: R˜ is multiplied by an additional funtion eΣ. So in order to avoid possible
interpretational problems with a spaetime-varying Newton onstant, one has to remove
eΣ. This transformation into the Einstein frame is ahieved by a onformal transformation
of the metri g˜µν . Note that suh a onformal transformation leaves the ausal struture
of a spaetime unhanged but hanges physial properties otherwise, as for example the
aeleration of the sale fator, see also [1℄. The Einstein frame metri gEµν is dened by
gEµν(x) = e
2
d−2
Σ(x)g˜µν(x) , (17)
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and transforming all terms of the ation Sd leads to the Einstein frame ation
SE =
∫
d
√−gE
[
RE +
2
d− 2EΣ−
1
d− 2 (∇EΣ)
2 −
∑
pi (∇EFi)2 + Rˆe−
2
d−2
Σ
]
, (18)
where Σ and Rˆ are given by (14) and (15), respetively. The surfae term EΣ an now
be dropped. This would not have been allowed before, in equation (13), sine additional
non-surfae terms arise from it in the onformal transformation.
This ompatiation of the original (d + n)-dimensional ation on the n-dimensional
produt spae is onsistent. This means that any solution of the equations of motion derived
from SE (i.e., any solution of the Einstein equations with the appropriate salar energy-
momentum and of the equations of motion for the volume salars Fi) also solves the Einstein
equations derived from S(d+n). Hene, any four-dimensional solution obtained an be lifted
diretly to higher dimensions.
B. The Salar Potential
As shown in the previous subsetion, the produt spae ompatiation (12) produes
the four-dimensional ation SE (18) in Einstein frame where gravity is oupled to the vol-
ume salars Fi. In this ation, however, the kineti terms of the salar elds are not in
standard form, whih, in our onventions, means that the system of gravity oupled to a
single salar φ should have the ation (1). With an obviously unproblemati hange of the
overall normalisation, SE an be rewritten as
SE =
∫
d
√−gE
[
1
2
RE −∇EFT P ∇EF+ 1
2
e−
2
d−2
Σ
∑
e−2FiΛipi(pi − 1)
]
, (19)
where F is the olumn vetor formed from the elds Fi and the matrix P is dened by its
omponents
Pij = 1
2(d− 2)pipj +
1
2
piδij . (20)
As P is symmetri, it an be diagonalised by an orthogonal matrix S, satisfying SST =
STS = 1 , suh that SPST = Diag(Pi) where Pi are the eigenvalues of P. Several properties
of P are needed for later alulations. The most important ones are
detP = 2−(M−1)(1 + 1
d− 2
∑
pi)
∏
pj , (21a)
(P−1)ii = 2
pj
− 2
d+ n− 2 , (21b)
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where M is the number of salar elds Fi, i.e., the number of fator spaes of the internal
produt spae. Dening new salars Qi from the old ones Fi by the invertible relation
Qi ≡
∑
j
√
PiSijFj , (22)
the ation is ast into the anonial form (heneforth the index E denoting the Einstein
frame will be dropped)
S =
∫
d
√−g
[
1
2
R−∇QT∇Q− 2V (Q)
]
. (23)
Expressed in the elds Qi, the salar potential is given by
V (Q) = −1
4
∑
i
Λipi(pi − 1)e−2
2
pi
∑
j
√
PjSjiQj . (24)
Positive ontributions to the potential arise from negatively urved Einstein (fator) spaes
where Λi < 0 and vie versa.
Now assume the existene of an extremum of the potential at a point Q0 in eld spae
where ∂V/∂Qi = 0 for all values of i. A short alulation shows∑
i,j
√
PiSij ∂V
∂Qi
= −2
(
1 +
n
d− 2
)
V . (25)
Hene, if there is an extremum of the potential (24), then it an only be at points Q0 where
V (Q0) = 0. This implies, in partiular, that there is no positive extremum, and this fat will
be of importane below. The non-existene of a positive extremum of the salar potential
in a supergravity ompatiation is also the essene of the no-go theorem [2℄.
C. Eetive Attrator Solutions
Now that we have the preise form (24) of the potential of the anonially normalised
salar elds Qi, we an make use of the general disussion of setion II and alulate the
orresponding harateristi exponents and eetive attrator solutions.
Let allN internal fators be Einstein spaes of zero or negative urvature. Then V (Q) ≥ 0
everywhere. This restrition serves a dual purpose. On the one hand, it exludes most se-
narios with a big runh that ours whenever the left hand side in the Friedmann onstraint
(7b) beomes negative suh that the evolution equations for the salar elds break down
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(there still may be big runhes for the k = +1 osmologies). On the other hand, this im-
plies that the dominating terms in the potential are positive and then the above arguments
for attrator solutions an be applied: a potential whih is unbounded below does not allow
for osmologial attrator solutions (as in the single salar ase).
If V (Q) 6= 0 initially, then time evolution will always move the salar elds to a large norm
in eld spae, beause the potential has no positive extremum, as we have seen. There exist
up to M diretions {q(i) | k = 1, 2...} of steepest desent of the potential, orresponding to
the domination of a single exponential term far from the eld spae origin. These diretions
are read o from V (Q) as
q(i)j =
2
pi
√
PjSji , (26)
ompare (6), and they determine the osmologial attrator solutions. Aording to (9), the
harateristi exponents are given by
α2i =
∑
j
(
2
pi
√
PjSji
)2
. (27)
The question, of whether one gets large amounts of aelerating expansion, or ination, from
the produt spae ompatiation presented above, now redues to a alulation of these
harateristi exponents αi. From the denition of the matrix P in (20) and using the fat
that it is positive denite, one nds
Pii =
∑
j
(√
PjSji
)2
=
pi
2
(
pi
d− 2 + 1) , (28)
whih an be rewritten to give the following simple formula:
α2i = α
2
c
pi + d− 2
pi
. (29)
Note that the harateristi exponents always lie in the range between the ritial one and
the hyperritial one, αc < αi < αh for d > 2. The relevant attrator solutions in the
potential V (Q) (there are as many as there are internal Einstein spaes of stritly negative
urvature) an be read o from table I to be a(t) ∼ t for k = −1 and a(t) ∼ t(αc/αi)2 for
k = 0. None of them is aelerating. So for k = 0 one an at most obtain a short phase
of aelerating expansion by hoosing suitable initial onditions as explained in setion II.
This is the same mehanism as in most of the previously disussed exat solutions. In the
k = −1 ase, hoosing the right initial onditions an lead to eternal aeleration.
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We emphasise that the important ase of power law ination, whih would be implied
by the existene of aelerating attrator solutions with α2i ≤ α2c , is not realised in simple
produt spae ompatiations of pure gravity.
IV. STRING/M-THEORY COMPACTIFICATIONS
To extend the appliation of the above results to produt spae ompatiations of
the various superstring theories or M-theory, one has to inlude the elds appearing in
the orresponding low energy eetive ations, as given by the ten and eleven-dimensional
supergravities: antisymmetri eld strengths Fp with, possibly, dilaton ouplings and the
dilaton salar eld φ itself.
A. Four Cases
The new starting point is the (d+ n)-dimensional bosoni ation
S(d+n) =
∫
(d+n)
√−g
[
R− 1
2
(∇φ)2 − 1
2p!
eaφF 2p −
1
2
m2e−
5
2
φ
]
, (30)
where one might also want to inlude the mass term of massive IIA supergravity [16℄ by
having m 6= 0. We do not onsider possible Chern-Simons terms for the uxes and their
potentials here, as we will realise the uxes by volume forms on ertain subspaes below,
whih makes these terms irrelevant. After dimensional redution down to d dimensions, only
a few dierent ases have to be onsidered. Compatible with the symmetries of the FLRW
osmologies, i.e., with the symmetries of a spae with the topology R× Σk, there an exist
the following eld strength forms after ompatiation:
(i) F0 and (ii) Fd,
(iii) F1 with non-zero omponents only along the real time diretion, and
(iv) Fd−1 with non-zero omponents only on the spatial setions Σk.
All other uxes with non-negligible eets on osmologial sales are exluded (of ourse,
this reasoning does not apply to loal elds, for instane, eletromagneti elds in d = 4).
In the dual ases (i) and (ii), an analysis of the d-dimensional equations of motion, for
gravity, the eld strengths and the salars arising from the ompatiation proess, shows
that the eld strengths F0 and Fd at as, and thus an be replaed by, genuine potentials
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for the salar elds. They eetively beome time-dependent osmologial onstants. This
beomes apparent, for example, in [4℄, where an F4 arising from an M-theory ompatiation
to four dimensions violates the four-dimensional strong energy ondition by providing a
positive salar potential. (i) More expliitly, forms F0 in d dimensions arise from Fp having
omponents only in the internal spae. We realise suh Fp as volume forms with eld strength
parameter b0, i.e., we set Fp = b0vold,d+1..., and denote this type of redution by
Fp(d, d+ 1...) F0() . (31)
The redued ation in the d-dimensional Einstein frame then beomes
S =
∫
d
√−g
[
1
2
R − (∇φ)2 −∇QT∇Q− 2V (φ,Q)
]
, (32)
and the salar potential is given by
V (φ,Q) = V (Q) +
1
4
b20e
2aφ− 2
d−2
Σ(Q)−2p1F1(Q) +
1
8
m2e−5φ−
2
d−2
Σ(Q), p1 = p , (33)
where previous denitions (14), (22) and (24) have been used for Σ, the salars Fi(Q) and
the potential term V (Q), respetively. The original dilaton eld φ has been anonially
normalised by resaling φ 7→ 2φ. The volume salars Fi should not be onfused with eld
strengths. (ii) The redution
Fp(01...d− 1|d, ...) Fd(01...d− 1) (34)
gives the potential
V (φ,Q) = V (Q) +
1
4
b20e
−2aφ− 2(d−1)
d−2
Σ(Q)+2p1F1(Q) +
1
8
m2e−5φ−
2
d−2
Σ(Q), p1 = p− d . (35)
The ases (iii) and (iv) are also dual. Eah eld strength F1 aligned along the time
diretion is equivalent to an additional salar eld ψ via the relation F1 = dψ, and spatial
(d− 1)-forms give rise to salars via ⋆Fd−1 = F1 = dψ. The redued ation takes the form
S =
∫
4
√−g
[
1
2
R− (∇φ)2 −∇QT∇Q− eC(φ,Q)(∇ψ)2 − 2V (φ,Q)
]
(36)
(after normalising φ and ψ), where the funtion C appears as a d-dimensional `dilaton
oupling'. (iii) For the redution
Fp(0|d, d+ 1...) F1(0) (37)
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one nds
C(φ,Q) = 2aφ− 2p1F1(Q), p1 = p− 1 , (38a)
V (φ,Q) = V (Q) +
1
8
m2e−5φ−
2
d−2
Σ(Q) , (38b)
In ase (iv) where
Fp(1...d− 1|d...) Fd−1(1...d− 1) , (39)
one obtains
C(φ,Q) = −2aφ − 4
d− 2Σ(Q) + 2p1F1(Q), p1 = p− d+ 1 , (40a)
V (φ,Q) = V (Q) +
1
8
m2e−5φ−
2
d−2
Σ(Q) . (40b)
To answer the question whether ination an be obtained, the same arguments as in
the preeding setions an be applied. Note that (25) an easily be generalised. It is also
true here that there do not exist any positive extrema of the potential. So we may look at
dominant terms in the potential far from the origin in eld spae. Consider rst the term
arising from massive supergravity whih is proportional to e−2(5φ/2+Σ/(d−2)). Without even
taking the Q-dependene into aount, one sees that the harateristi exponent αm is larger
than the ritial one, αm >
5
2
> αc for d > 2.
In ases (i) and (ii), there is another term in the potential, arising from the eld strength.
The respetive eld spae norms of the exponents an be alulated from
α2F = a
2 +
ζ2
4
∑
i
(∑
j
pj√
Pi
Sij(1 + ξδj1)
)2
(41)
where the parameters are given by (ζ, ξ) = (α2c , 2/α
2
c) in ase (i) and (ζ, ξ) = (α
2
h,−2/α2h)
in ase (ii), respetively. The derivation uses the expression for the inverse of P in terms of
its determinant and its adjoint. One nds
α2F = a
2 +
ζ2[−ξ2p21 + ((d+ n− 2)ξ + 2(d− 2))ξp1 + n(d− 2)]
2(d+ n− 2) . (42)
As an important example, look at string theory ompatiations with d = 4 and n = 6.
The value of the dilaton oupling is given by a = 1
2
(5 − p) where the degree p of the eld
strength form is p = p1 in ase (i) and p = p1 − 4 in ase (ii). An evaluation of the above
expression then gives α2F = 7 independent of p1, and for both ases. This is greater than
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the ritial exponent αc = 1. The onlusion, therefore, is that there are no aelerating
attrator solutions for k = 0,+1. For k = −1, one nds again the ritial attrator with
zero aeleration.
In ases (iii) and (iv) there are no further ontributions to the potential. The dierene
here is a non-standard struture of the kineti term of the eld ψ, inluding a dilaton-
oupling. (Suh a oupling annot be removed by simple eld redenitions.) Here, the
above arguments might not be appliable in a straightforward way. It an be shown that
ations with suh non-standard salar elds may admit power-law solutions quite dierent
from those obtained when there are only salars with standard kineti terms. This happens,
for example, in the model
S =
∫ √−g [1
2
R − (∇φ)2 − (∇Q)2 − e−2(a0φ+a1Q)(∇ψ)2
−2Λe−2αφ − 1
4
M2e−2(a2φ+a3Q)
]
(43)
that arises as a speial ase of both, (iii) and (iv). But, in these ases, the sale fator
a(t) ∼ tγ never has a solution with γ > 1. So the non-standard oupling of the salar elds
does not make it easier to nd aelerated expansion. This is, in fat, to be expeted beause
these terms provide additional kineti energy and make it harder to satisfy the aeleration
ondition (3).
B. Sale Invariane
The supergravity ations inluding a dilaton eld have a sale invariane whih survives
the ompatiation proess. As was noted in [17℄, the salar potential V (φ,Qi) in the
ompatied theory an then be written as a produt. Identify Q0 ≡ φ. We expet that
V (Qµ) = V (Q0)V (Qi) (44)
and that the dependene of V (Q0) on Q0 is purely exponential. To see that this is the ase,
note that the (M + 1) salar elds Qµ, arising from the original higher-dimensional dilaton
and from the volume moduli of the internal spae, are only dened up to an SO(M + 1)
rotation, sine this leaves their kineti terms invariant. To ahieve a produt deomposition
of the potential, one generially has to perform suh a rotation.
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We will now onstrut this rotation expliitly for the Fp(d, d+1...) F0() and Fp(01...d−
1|d...) Fd(01...d−1) redutions, respetively (setting the mass parameter m to zero). We
dene new elds Q˜ν , rotating by a matrix T ∈ SO(M + 1), as
Qµ ≡
∑
v
TµνQ˜ν . (45)
The salar potential is given from (33) or, respetively, (35) as
V (Q˜ν) = −1
4
∑
k
Λkpk(pk − 1)e−2
∑
ν
(∑
j
2
pk
√
PjSjkTjν
)
Q˜ν
+
1
4
b20e
−2∑ν(∓aT0ν+ζ∑ij pi2√Pj Sji(1+ξδi1)Tjν
)
Q˜ν
, (46)
where we use the parameters (ζ, ξ) = (α2c , 2/α
2
c) and the upper sign for Fp(d, d+1...) F0(),
and (ζ, ξ) = (α2h,−2/α2h) and the lower sign, for the potential from the Fp(01...d− 1|d...) 
Fd(01...d − 1) redution. To split o, from the potential, a ommon fator of the form
e−2(...)Q˜0, the ondition
±aT00 =
∑
j
(
ζ
∑
i
pi
2
√
Pj
Sji(1 + ξδi1)− 2
pk
√
PjSjk
)
Tj0 (47)
has to be satised for all values of k = 1, ..., M − 1. This an be done by setting
T00 = ±(ζ − α
2
c)n+ ζξp1 − 2
2a
γ , (48a)
Tj0 =
∑
l
√
PjSjlγ . (48b)
The normalisation onstant γ ensures that Tµ0 are omponents of an SO(M + 1)-matrix.
The ondition is
∑
µ T 2µ0 = 1 and is satised for
γ2 = 4a2
[(
(ζ − α2c)n+ ζξp1 − 2
)2
+ a2α2cn(d+ n− 2)
]−1
. (49)
Now that we have shown that the potential an be written in produt form, it is interesting
to hek the harateristi exponent of the fator V (Q˜0). It is α0 =
d+n−2
d−2 γ and will be
subritial, α20 ≤ α2c , if, and only if,(
(ζ − α2c)n + ζξp1 − 2
)2 ≥ a2α2c(d+ n− 2)(2− nd− 4d− 2) . (50)
For string theory ompatiations with d = 4 and n = 6, the value of the dilaton oupling
is a = 1
2
(5 − p) where the degree p of the eld strength form is p = p1 in the rst ase and
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p = p1 − 4 in the seond. One heks that the exponent is subritial for p = p1 > 2 or, in
the seond ase, for p− 4 = p1 ≤ 3 (exatly ritial for p = 7).
This is potentially interesting beause one might imagine the potential having a at
diretion, beoming onstant near innity, in the M-dimensional eld spae of the Q˜i. Then
hoosing initial onditions suh that all elds start at rest in this region, they would evolve
towards an aelerating attrator in diretion of Q˜0, while at the same time rolling very
slowly o the almost at potential in the other diretions. This might yield a large amount
of ination and would at the same time provide a mehanism to stop the inationary epoh.
To look for suh at diretions note that, by the same argument as employed above, a single
exponential term of the potential fator V (Q˜i) dominates at large |Q˜|. It is of the form
e−2α˜·Q˜ and onstant if, and only if, |α˜|2 = 0. The expression V (Q˜i) is given by (46) with
the only dierene that, in the exponents, one has to sum only over i, i.e., over ν 6= 0. We
alulate the harateristi exponents |α˜|2 for all exponential terms in turn. For those in the
sum over the urvatures Λk of the internal spae fators, we nd
α˜2k =
2
d− 2 +
2
pk
− γ2 (d+ n− 2)
2
(d− 2)2 . (51)
For the term arising from the eld strength, using α2F from (42), one obtains
α˜2F = α
2
F −
1
4
γ2(α2cn+ 2)
2 . (52)
For string theory ompatiations down to four dimensions, these expressions never beome
zero. Thus the potential does not have at diretions in Q˜i-spae.
The arguments of this setion also hold if one inludes the mass term of IIA supergravity
but sets the eld strength to zero. The alulation proeeds as before. For the parameters
one has to substitute a = −5
2
and (ζ, ξ) = (1, 0). For d = 4 and n = 6, this ase also allows
a fatorisation of the potential into a pure exponential with harateristi exponent α0 > 1,
and into another fator that does not have any at diretions either.
V. CONSISTENT TRUNCATIONS
We have seen that the produt spae ompatiation produes harateristi exponents
that are always above the ritial value αc. As disussed above, this results in the non-
existene of solutions with genuine power-law ination. This setion presents a mehanism
of reduing the harateristi exponents by trunating the number of salar elds.
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Suppose the ompatiation produes two salar elds φ and Q. In ertain irum-
stanes, it is then possible to trunate the ompatied theory onsistently, suh that only
one salar eld ψ is left. This is performed by hoosing a ertain diretion in the originally
two-dimensional eld spae. Set
φ =
s√
1 + λ2
ψ and Q =
λ√
1 + λ2
ψ (53)
with s2 = 1 and an at rst arbitrary parameter λ to be determined later. (This proedure
an be generalised to a higher number of elds but beomes inreasingly messy.) To see that
suh a trunation is interesting and redues the harateristi exponent in a ontribution
to the potential, onsider a typial term proportional to e−2(αφ+βQ). The harateristi
exponent, before the trunation, is α20 = α
2 + β2. After the trunation, one nds
α2
trun. =
α2 + β2λ2 + 2αβsλ
1 + λ2
. (54)
This expression is smaller than α20, unless αsλ− β = 0. So, generially, a onsistent trun-
ation redues the harateristi exponents, and thus it presents another, possibly helpful
mehanism of generating aelerating expansion.
To demonstrate this onept, we onsider a redution of the type
F4(0123) F4(0123) (55)
in a (4 + n)-dimensional theory. The internal spae shall only have a single fator and we
set m = 0. In terms of the elds φ and Q, the potential (35) beomes
V (φ,Q) = −1
4
Λn(n− 1)e−2
√
n+2
n
Q +
1
4
b20e
−2aφ−6
√
n
n+2
Q. (56)
The onsisteny ondition for the trunation is that both equations of motion for the salar
elds are solved simultaneously when substituting (53). This determines
sλ = −a
√
n(n + 2)
2(n− 1) (57)
and
1
2
Λ(n− 1) = 1
2
b20
(
a2
2(n− 1) +
3
n + 2
)
. (58)
Calulating the harateristi exponent α2
trun., using (54) with α = 0 and β =
√
n+2
n
,
one nds that it is in fat smaller than αc = 1 (for n = 6 and a =
1
2
, appropriate to a
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ompatiation of IIA superstring theory). But the potential of the trunated theory turns
out to be negative, suh that there annot be aelerating attrator solutions! We would
have needed a positive potential.
So far no example has been found, where a onsistent trunation leads to a theory that
admits solutions with an arbitrary amount of aelerating expansion, by providing an ael-
erating power-law attrator for the FLRW sale fator.
VI. DISCUSSION
Starting from the Einstein-Hilbert ation for pure gravity in (d+n) dimensions, and also
from the bosoni part of various supergravity ations that desribe string/M-theory in the
low energy limit, a dimensional redution down to d dimensions has been performed. The n-
dimensional internal spae was realised as a produt spae, and the moduli elds kept in this
redution determined the volume of eah of the fator spaes. Otherwise these fator spaes
have been onsidered to be arbitrary but xed d-independent Einstein spaes. The eetive
d-dimensional eld theory has been studied in Einstein onformal frame in order to failitate
an easy interpretation of the gravity results from the lower dimensional point of view. The
main fous of this paper was the investigation of the potential for the salar elds, the volume
moduli, resulting from the ompatiation. We were interested in osmologial appliations,
not so muh in phenomenologial aspets but rather in a question of priniple: whether it
is possible to nd FLRW solutions, from gravity or string/M-theory ompatiations, in
whih the sale fator exhibits arbitrary amounts of aelerating expansion, or ination.
We have argued that the disussion for the ase of multiple salar elds an be understood
eetively in terms of a single salar eld. The time evolution essentially piks out, far
from the origin in eld spae, a dominant diretion of the potential. The sum of various
exponentials thereby is redued to a single eetive exponential term. For this term, it is
possible to alulate a harateristi exponent that diretly lassies the existing attrator
solutions for the sale fator aording to table I. In this way, the intuition from the single
salar ase an be arried over to the more ompliated ase.
The alulation of the harateristi exponents for the potentials, arising from the n-
dimensional geometry and from various uxes that were realised as volume forms on ertain
subspaes, revealed that they are always greater than the ritial exponent in d-dimensions.
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The onlusions drawn from this fat depend on the possible values k = 0,±1 of the urva-
ture of the spatial setions in the nal osmology. In the at ase with k = 0, this means
that there do not exist any aelerating attrator solutions for the sale fator. The only
way in whih aelerating expansion an be obtained is via the mehanism in the original
solutions (subsequent to [1℄, see the introdution) as identied in [7℄. Any suh solution an
only have a short phase of aelerating expansion, where the salar elds are nearly at rest
at some point in eld spae, around whih the potential dominates. But this phase ends
soon as the deelerating attrator is approahed. (Note that we do not laim that there is
no way to improve on the O(1) expansion in these senarios. But the generi existene of
deelerating attrators does make it extremely implausible to ahieve sixty e-foldings). For
hyperboli spatial urvature k = −1, harateristi exponents greater than αc mean that
the attrators are exatly ritial and non-aelerating, a(t) ∼ t. In this ase one an obtain
eternal aelerating expansion. This happens in solutions in whih trajetories exist with
a point where the salar elds are approximately at rest (as above). Then the sale fator
starts o aelerating and, as it approahes the ritial attrator, this aeleration does not
stop although it tends to zero. Suh a senario has been identied in [11℄ by perturbing
around the attrator solution. We have not onsidered the ase k = +1 beause it does not
admit attrator solutions. At best, solutions may behave, for a while, in a similar way as do
the k = 0 ones, as suggested by the analysis of [13℄, but they all end in a big runh.
In summary, it has been shown that produt spae ompatiations do not lead to
standard inationary senarios (with power-law ination of the sale fator). Cosmologial
solutions in this setup do only admit a short phase of aelerating expansion for k = 0
(and k = +1). For k = −1, the generi solution an lead to eternal aelerating expansion,
but the aeleration quikly tends to zero. Thus, in order to obtain ination from higher
dimensions and, in partiular, from string/M-theory, it seems to be neessary to think
about more omplex senarios of dimensional redution. Possibilities of improvement are the
inlusion of further warp fators, possibly the mehanism of onsistent trunation presented
in the preeding setion, or generially more ompliated internal spae geometries. It
might also be neessary to onsider non-trivial ontributions due to Chern-Simons terms in
the supergravity ations. We leave these avenues for future researh.
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